EUFMC To Welcome A Growing Number Of Attendees
Interest in the 2022 EUFMC has led to over 100 utility fleet professionals and
more than 200 representatives of manufacturers and service providers planning
to attend the conference. EUFMC will be held from June 5-8, 2022 at the
Williamsburg Lodge and Conference Center in Williamsburg, Virginia.
“The Board of Directors is looking forward to welcoming our regular attendees
and newcomers to the 2022 EUFMC in Colonial Williamsburg,” said Jeffrey
Schneider, EUFMC President and Manager of Transportation at Louisville Gas &
Electric/Kentucky Utilities. “While the global pandemic has prevented us from
hosting EUFMC in-person, our attendees will find great value as we return to our
annual conference this year.”
Driving Safety, Sustainability & Technical Expertise will be the focus of the
educational program at EUFMC 2022. The General Session will feature
presentations by industry experts, manufacturers and fleet executives.
Mary Barra, chair and chief executive officer of General Motors, will
discuss electric and autonomous vehicles for fleets operating utility
equipment.
Brian Herman, Corporate Safety Director at Tucson Electric Power (TEP), will
address Driving Safety Culture and provide actionable steps fleet executives can
take to influence safety performance.
Topics on the agenda (subject to change) will include:
•

Electrification Planning and Fleet Charging Infrastructure

•

Sustainability Pressures and Fleet Sustainability Reporting

•

Fleet Regulatory Updates

•

What Fleet Managers Need To Know About ANSI Updates

•

Legal Updates - Impacts of ‘Nuclear Court Verdicts’ On Fleets

•

Useful Fleet and Maintenance Metrics

•

Telematics Case Studies

•

Work Truck Specifications and Replacement Planning

•

Maintenance Best Practice Sharing

Roundtable discussions, an EUFMC signature event, provide fleet
representatives and suppliers the opportunity to exchange information
and discuss mutual challenges, find solutions and develop best practices.
John Foley, former lead solo pilot in the U.S. Navy’s Blue Angels flight
demonstration squadron, will be the featured dinner speaker at EUFMC. Foley
will appear courtesy of International, and the truck manufacturer will provide all
registered fleet attendees with a complimentary copy of his book, Fearless
Success.
EUFMC also features a Drive-Through utility equipment demonstration and an
Equipment Show with more than 60 displays. Traditionally, the conference
has been the place for manufacturers to showcase new products and
services for fleets operating utility equipment.
Connect today with EUFMC on LinkedIn. The conference page is one of the
easiest ways to stay up to date on event news.
REGISTER TODAY
Electric Utility Fleet Managers Conference: June 5-8, 2022
Williamsburg Lodge and Conference Center, Williamsburg, Virginia
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